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Easily accessible
from the house,
the pollinator
garden coaxes
everyone outdoors
to watch insects
at work among
shrubby bloomers
such as anise
hyssop (Agastache
foeniculum) and
Mexican bush sage
(Salvia leucantha).
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W R I T T E N A N D P R O D U C E D B Y T O VA H M A R T I N
P H OTO G R A P H Y BY K I N D R A C L I N E F F

blooms

with a view

Binoculars are poised at every window,
but this family isn’t just focusing
on the distant views. The closeup
ecosystem is even more alluring.

A

striking view of the fertile Hudson Valley
with the Taconic and Berkshire mountains
beyond stole Marsha and Jeffrey Miro’s
hearts. They were house-hunting when they found
it and were instantly smitten. But what sold them
was the property’s thin sliver of garden framing
the majestic panorama in the distance. Billowing
with beds of blossoms running right outside the
windows, stocked with raised beds overflowing
with fresh vegetables, and equipped with venues to
lure everyone outdoors, it was a rare and magical
scene. As Marsha puts it, “We were captivated.
It’s more than just a beautiful backdrop—we’re
a little majestic piece of it.”
The Miros searched for two years before finding
a property that fulfilled all the items on their wish
list. Most important, they were seeking a gathering
spot where their entire extended family of grown
children and young grandchildren could convene.

ABOVE Dahlias in a range of colors fill the cutting garden.
RIGHT Dining spaces are everywhere, including a snack
area on the deck under the pergola softened by cup and
saucer vines (Cobaea scandens) alongside the house and a
larger dining table by the grilling area.
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It wasn’t just about sufficient bedrooms; the point
was to turn attention outward. Focusing their house
hunt in the Upstate New York neighborhood near
one of their daughters, they loved the jaw-dropping
views in the region, but they wanted more than the
indigenous hardscrabble land in the foreground.
Although the 30 acres of woods surrounding
this house were not notably different from all the
other properties they had considered, the 1/3 acre
behind the house, strategically perched on the
edge of a cliff to maximize the view, pulled at their
heartstrings. The long, thin strip of land between
the home’s porches and a sheer drop was the vision
of the previous owner, who hired local landscape
architect Jamie Purinton to harness that sliver
of land. When the previous owner requested an
eco-friendly design incorporating food, flowers, a
pool, and lounging areas tucked into the less-thanperfect terrain, Purinton went to work making it all

ABOVE The pollinator garden runs the length of the house
while terraces define spaces devoted to varying functions
including a vegetable garden, outdoor kitchen, dining, and
pool plus a piece of lawn for kids and pets to roll around.
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Homeowner Marsha
Miro loves to play
with vibrant colors.
To provide the proper
palette, gardener
Stacia Montenegro
went with the
specific colors of
Zinnia ‘Benary’s
Giant Orange’ and
‘Benary’s Giant Wine’
rather than sowing a
mix of colors. They
contrast strongly
with the rich purples
of Salvia guaranitica
‘Black and Blue’ and
Verbena bonariensis.

happen. The Miros also teamed up with her when
they bought the property. “Jamie understands the
natural relationships and how they grow together
harmoniously,” Marsha says.
The fact that Marsha is connected to the
art community has everything to do with the
chemistry. As the art critic for the Detroit Free
Press and founding director of the Museum of
Contemporary Art Detroit, Marsha knows beauty.
She asked Purinton to add more of everything,
including native underplantings throughout the
woods and an additional cut-flower garden to fill
her collection of handcrafted vases from famous
artisans. Stacia Montenegro of GardenTenders,
which maintains the landscape, ramped up her
custom-crafted lists of blossoms and family-friendly
vegetables for delectable meals. Meanwhile, the
Miros added bedrooms, finished the outdoor
kitchen, furnished several alfresco dining spaces,
added screens to porches to make them more

TOP Red cypress vine (Ipomoea quamoclit) climbs
the metal tuteur that accents the herb beds spilling
with dill, rosemary, thyme, oregano, marjoram, parsley,
tarragon, and nasturtiums. ABOVE Landscape architect
Jamie Purinton (left) and gardener Stacia Montenegro
discuss plantings for the Miro's pollinator garden.
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inviting, installed an outdoor sauna beyond a
thyme-bedded pathway, inserted outdoor lighting
to get everyone safely to-and-fro after dark, and
installed child-safe wire railings along the cliff.
All those spaces are bursting with beauty, calling
forth the full pageant of fluttering, buzzing, and
rambling wildlife. As Purinton says, “Everything
is immediately visible, so it has to be lovely
throughout the season.”
The result became so captivating that they
couldn’t leave. What was once a summer-camplike
experience is now the Miros’ year-round residence.
Kids and grandkids visit on a rotating basis to soak
up the grandeur and savor the ambience. Fodder
for pollinators and food for the table abounds.
Thanks to a whole lot of planning and planting,
those binoculars are working full-time.

ABOVE A rustic arbor shades the dining area at the
end of the flower/vegetable garden terrace. Almost
invisible safety fencing allows maximum visibility
toward the view. RIGHT For the pollinator/cut-flower
garden, Montenegro chose Cosmos ‘Sonata Mix’ for
its range of colors from soft pink through magenta,
peppering them into the permanent planting of
perennial Agastache ‘Blue Fortune’ and ‘Black Adder’.
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THE BUZZ:

Luring
Pollinators
Landscape architect Jamie
Purinton’s “must do” list was
lengthy when she originally
dove into designing the Hudson
Valley garden that Marsha and
Jeffrey Miro now call home.
Not only was designing on a
cliff rife with challenges, but
pulling together a vegetable
garden that was productive and
pleasing to the eye in a tough
habitat also was a formidable
assignment. She rose to the
occasion while simultaneously
adding flowers into the brew.
Blossoms were incorporated
partly on the strength of their
visual splendor, but they also
serve another critical function.
They draw pollinating insects
into the garden ecosystem—
which also delights the
family fond of binoculars.
Plus, for a vegetable garden,
pollinators make vegetables
and fruits more productive.
Gardener Stacia Montenegro
stocked the beds with zinnias,
cosmos, marigolds, verbenas,
salvias, lavender, agastache, and
Ammi galore to feed pollinators
throughout the season and
sustain them before and after
vegetable crops are blooming.
Meanwhile, realizing that
trees and shrubs are part of
the big picture and to lure
pollinators, Purinton stewarded
and stocked the surrounding
forest with sumacs, dogwoods,
witch hazels, crabapples,
elderberries, shadblow, sugar
maples, blueberries, and
magnolias. Perennials also
step into the nurturing role,
not only in the garden, but
also in the understory of the
30-acre woodland. “And we
don’t just plant one aster,
we plant many,” she says.
When thinking of pollinators,
Purinton includes birds and
bats (who also feed on insects)
in the habitat. “That’s how you
create a beautifully functioning
ecosystem,” she says.

For more information, see
Resources on page 103.

